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1. Interests on Emerging Areas of Machine
Learning/Statistics.

Although there has been a boom in the creation of Data Science tools1, paradigms2

and algorithms3 due to the unprecedented growth of the amount of data during
the latest years, my interests rely on the development of Ensemble Models, the
conception of procedures that can transform raw data into meaningful informa-
tion and the formulation of graphical devices( plots ) that can summarize tons of
information and can be easily understood by others.

Figure 1. Several Hypothesis in a Universe of Hypothesis[2].

.

1e.g. Weka, for Machine Learning and Data Mining tasks.
2e.g. MapReduce for distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers.
3e.g. Deep Learning.
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I found Ensemble Learning a very interesting subarea of Machine Learning since
it is able to combine the individual hypothesis of a set of predictors to produce a
new hypothesis that can deliver new predictions based on the individual decisions
of the set of models. Furthermore, I’m very much excited about Ensemble Models
since it’s proven that they may work better than a single predictor[2].

f(x) = H1x1 + H2x2 + H3x3 (1)

Another area I’m very passionate about is data processing: Extracting enor-
mous quantities of raw data from structured or unstructured sources, transform-
ing4 it and creating new data sets that can be used later on for machine learning or
statistical purposes. On top of that, coding procedures for processing data helps
me keep my programming skills sharp.

As pointed out on my resume, I have created ETL’s in Python, R, and PL/SQL
for several business areas: General Ledger, Supply Chain Planning and even Cloud
Computing5.

Additionally, I’d like to express my fervent enthusiasm for designing plots that
can help end users(and myself) understand complex information in a very simple
way. It’s important to mention that all of the graphs I construct are done with the
ggplot2 package6. Fig 3., provides an example of a graph I’ve created to compare
the Park Factors formula provided in Win Shares[4] with the Park Factors formula
given in Practicing Sabermetrics[3].

Figure 2. Park Factor comparison for the Fenway Park.

The answer given to this question is complemented with the reply given to
interrogation number two.

4Formatting fields, creating new attributes, removing unnecessary columns, etc.
5You can always visit my blog to take a look at some basic data processing I have done for

some Baseball projects: https://hiperplano.wordpress.com/tag/sabermetrics/.
6This is in view of the benefits that it provides to developers.
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2. Implemented Predictive Models

2.1. Getting the Data.

As of today, I am working on a thesis as a requirement to obtain a Master Degree
in Computer Science. My research involves the creation of an Ensemble Model
that will be able predict the winner of any MLB match that took place between
1976 and 2014 based on the Win Shares acquired by the players that make up
both of the rival teams. Upcoming paragraphs explain in detail the design and
implementation of my model.

Figure 3. Data taken from Retrosheet’s data files.

Before any Machine Learning activity could be carried out, the Win Shares for
every player that played between 1970 and 2014 had to be computed. Additionally,
in order to calculate the Win Shares for every player, first, hundreds of base
metrics7 needed to be gathered 8.

In order to estimate the base metrics and compute the Win Shares for every
player, I had to code an ETL that could mine Retrosheet’s9 data files10. This way,
the ETL computed the base metrics from the information stored in the Retrosheet
data sets and after that, it estimated three types of Win Shares(Pitching, Batting
and Position) for every player11 and season. Once the Win Shares for all players

7Common Metrics such as BB, H, GDP, HBP, PF
8If you have read the Win Shares book, then you know that tons of metrics need to be

calculated not only for pitchers, batters, defensive positions, but also for teams, leagues and
parks before you can actually calculate any Win Share.

9http://www.retrosheet.org/
10Game, Event and Substitution files.
11Note that not all players are eligible for all type of Win Shares. An example of this is David

Ortiz, who has never been a pitcher and hence, cannot be awarded any pitching Win Sahres.
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Figure 4. Example of Win Shares for a given date.

got calculated per season, the ETL added up for every player and season, the
individual Win Shares awarded to the player during his last five seasons before
the given season.12. Moreover, the ETL computed the Win Shares for every player
to a given date in a season. This to get the performance of every player before a
particular match.

Figure 5. Win Shares

After adding up the Win Shares per season and calculating the Win Shares per
date, these got merged with the lineups and dates stored in the Retrosheet game
files13 in order to get the Win Shares for all the players that made up the lineups
in a match.

Completed merging the data, the ETL added the Win Shares for all of the
players in the team with the objective of getting only one Win Share per team
and type14 of Win Share per match. Last but not least, the ETL added a new

12This way the 1998 season will add up the Win shares computed from 1993 to 1997.
13These files contain lineups, teams and dates for thousands of MLB games.
14Pitching, Batting and Position.
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Figure 6. Individual Win Shares awarded the Oakland Athletics
before a game.

column containing the winning team( local or guest ) to the data set shown figure
7. This new field served as the class of the data set15.

Figure 7. Win Share addition per lineup/team for the Oakland
Athletics before a game.

2.2. Building the Model

After the dataset described in section 2.1 was built and partitioned into the
training and testing subsets, I designed an Ensemble Model that would combine
the predictions of three classifiers and later on, use those predictions to train a
fourth classifier.

The algorithms used to predict the winning teams based on the data set storing
the Sabermetrics for all games held between 1976 and 2016 were Support Vector
Machines(SVM), Naive Bayes(NB) and Artificial Neural Networks(ANN)16. Fur-
thermore, the model that foresaw the winning team based on previous predictions
and that provided a linear solution to my research problem was a Generalized
Linear Model(GLM).

The predictions done by these algorithms( or in its defect, hypothesis ) during
their training and testing both were collected to educate and corroborate the
Generalized Linear Model. This way, the GLM was trained using the predictions
made by the other three algorithms during their training phases and was tested
using the forecast given the algorithms during their validation phase.

HGLM = X0 + X1HSVM + X2HANN + X3HNB (2)

Equation 3 shows the GLM formula after it was trained on the predictions done
by the first three Machine Learning Algorithms17. Please note that I reserved to

15An observation for this data set contained exactly twelve metrics(six per team) and one
class which refers to the winning team.

16Note that parameters for all models were tuned via Cross Validation.
17Shown in figure 9.
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Figure 8. Ensemble Model diagram.

Figure 9. Example of the data set used to train and test the
Generalized Linear Model.

myself some metrics such as ROC curve values, accuracies and specificities in view
of the fact that I haven’t defended or published my thesis.

HGLM = 1.8176HSVM + 0.242HANN + 0.3644HNB − 1.2462 (3)
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3. Machine Learning/Statistical Techniques that Could
be Applicable to Baseball.

I strongly believe that the key to conceive successful Machine Learning projects
relies on conducting the appropriate statistical analysis18, first on data19 and sec-
ond, on Machine Learning algorithms20.

In my opinion, Baseball can be analyzed from very diverse and infinite angles.
Wind speed/direction, Man-Body physics and game situation, only to mention a
few. Neverthless, game situational data is abundant21 and hence there’s a bigger
opportunity to do a more sophisticated research on this subject.

As of today I think it would be a good idea to implement some Baseball projects
using Random Forests(RF)22, since it’s proven that this technique outperforms
other Machine Learning techniques[1]. A couple of projects I believe can be carried
out using this model are:

(1) Predicting the type of pitch a pitcher will throw, based on:
(a) The number of balls and strikes a batter has in his current plate

appearance.
(b) Pitcher’s and Batter’s handedness.
(c) The type of pitcher: Starter, reliever, closer, etc.
(d) The number of attacking players on base.
(e) The skill of the Batter based on his RC 23.
(f) Others.

(2) Predicting if a player is more likely to steal a base, based on:
(a) The average speed a pitcher/catcher throws a Baseball.
(b) Catcher’s ability to make a good throw while a runner is stealing a

base.
(c) Runner’s speed.
(d) Runner’s Stolen Base percentage.
(e) Inning and score of the game.
(f) Type of Game: Regular season or playoffs.
(g) Others.

18Via pertinent Statistical tools.
19Population and sample selection, Data summaries, data distribution, etc.
20Cross Validation, PCA, ROC Curve Values, etc.
21Pitch f/x, Retrosheet, MLBAM, etc.
22An Ensemble Learning technique that operates by putting together numerous Decision

Trees.
23Runs Created.
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4. Projection system to predict a pitchers future
performance.

Before thinking about conceiving any projection system we need to be conscious
that there hundreds of pitchers out there and that none of them are equal: They
are all experts in very diverse types of pitches24, they are all trained in different
ways, they all have different amounts of innings pitched25, and most important,
they all play in different game circumstances.

So if I were to create a system that would measure pitchers, I would design it
in a way that it could equally treat all pitchers, in despite of:

• The success26 of the team they belong to.
• Their game experience27.
• The errors committed by their teammates.
• Others.

The data I would use to create a projection system would be strictly based on
the Retrosheet,Pitch f/x and MLBAM datasets. Also, I would calculate several
pitching28 and offensive metrics29 not only for at player level but also at park,
team and league levels30.

On the other hand, I would use several statistical techniques in order to analyze
and get insights from data: correlation matrices, histograms, distribution plots,
scatterplots, etc. Finally, I would make use of Machine Learning models that
are good at regression: Logistic Regressions, Boosted Regression Trees, Support
Vector Machines, etc.

5. Area of Baseball that is Underserved by Analytics.

It seems to me that the emotional part of the game hasn’t been studied in
detail, even though it’s a very important part of the American pastime31. An
example of why I believe the emotional element of the game is under-served by
Baseball analytics is that it was not until 2010 that it was proven that Umpires
make adjustments to the size of the strike zone depending on the pitch count[5].

So, if umpires( who in my opinion are stone-hearted man) are affected by emo-
tions, then players(and hence, player performance) can be also influenced(in a
positive or negative manner) by how they feel not only about their personal life,
but also about Baseball related things such as:

• Important games coming up.

24Screwballs, Changeups, Curveballs, etc.
25Or years of experience.
26Successful or unsuccessful seasons.
27Rookies should be measured the same as veterans
28BB,SO,HBP,IBB,W,L,G,GS,ERA,S, etc.
29H,GDP,HR,SB,AB,R,etc.
30This to compare the pitcher with other pitchers in other teams and leagues
31And any other sport.
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• Playing a position he has never played before.
• Getting remunerated as much as their contribution merits.
• Having a word with his catcher in the mound.
• Getting older.
• Others.

Having the emotional status for every player we could see which players are
mentally prepared to play a game and which players are more likely to perform
could perform better than others. Furthermore having the emotional information
of our players we could satisfy needs we didn’t know they had and hence we could
help them grow not only sentimentally but also in Baseball.

6. Areas of Baseball Analytics that are most
interesting to me.

Although I’m not a very experienced Baseball analyst, I’m very passionate
about any research that has to do with this magnificent sport. My favorite Baseball
Analytics topics include Career Trajectories and Park Factors. Furthermore, one
topic I’d like to learn more about is Simulation.

Figure 10. Games played by Jhonny Bench in 1970.

On the Career Trajectories side, I like to calculate complex metrics( such as
the RC proposed by Bill James ) and see how good is a player in a certain area.
For example in one of my blog entries32 I came to know that ’El Toro’ Valenzuela(
LAD ) and Dave Stewart( OAK ) both pitched a no-hitter game the night of June
26th 1990. From that same analysis I came to know that in 1990 the Cincinnati
Reds became World Champions after defending 1456.1 innings. On another post
I did for my blog33 I came to know that the Little General, Jhonny Bench(CIN)
played 128 games as catcher during the 1970 season.

I’m also greatly interested on Park Factors, because when it comes to ballpark
dimensions, all fields are very different from each other and at the same time
they’re very much alike as well. Furthermore, there various interesting ways to

32https://hiperplano.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/ipusingr/
33https://hiperplano.wordpress.com/2016/04/18/baseball-series-getting-games-played-from-

retrosheet-with-r/
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calculate these metrics34, and I can always use the approach that best fits the
research problem I’m working on.
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